Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922)

Country: États-Unis
Language: anglais
Gender: masculin
Birth: Édimbourg, GB, 03-03-1847
Death: Beinn Bhreagh, Canada, 02-08-1922
Note: Inventeur et physicien américain d'origine britannique. - Inventeur du téléphone en 1876
Variant of the name: Graham Bell (1847-1922)
ISNI: ISNI 0000 0000 8138 6064
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Occupations

Auteur du texte | Éditeur scientifique

Auteur du texte (22)

→ Address upon the condition of articulation teaching in American schools for the deaf, by Alexander Graham Bell,...
  Material description: In-8 °, 72 p., fig.
  Edition: Boston : N. Sawyer and son printers, 1893
  Auteur du texte: Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922)
  Link: catalogue
Address upon the condition of articulation teaching in American schools for the deaf, by Alexander Graham Bell, president of the American Association to promote the teaching of speech to the deaf, delivered June 29, 1892, at the opening of the second summer meeting of the Association...

Material description: In-8°, 72 p., portrait d'Alexander Graham Bell
Edition: Boston: printed by N. Sawyer, 1893
Auteur du texte: Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922)
Link: catalogue

The Bell Telephone. The deposition of Alexander Graham Bell, in the suit brought by the United States to annul the Bell patents

Edition: Boston, printed by the American Bell Telephone Co., 1908. In-8°, IV-469 p., fig. et 1 portr.
Auteur du texte: Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922)
Link: catalogue

Flanking an infirmity, by rev. A. W. Jackson,... and other articles on lip-reading for the hard-of-hearing, by prof. Adolphe Bélanger, Mrs. Alexander Graham Bell and Edward B. Nitchie

Edition: (New York, 1906.)
Link: catalogue

The Duration of life and conditions associated with longevity, a study of the Hyde genealogy by Alexander Graham Bell

Edition: Washington, the Genealogical Record Office, 1918. In-4°, 57 p., fig.
Auteur du texte: Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922)
Link: catalogue

See the 22 documents

Éditeur scientifique (1)

Helen Keller, souvenir of the first summer meeting of the American association to promote the teaching of speech to the deaf. [By Sarah Fuller and John Hitz. With a letter of A. Graham Bell.]

Material description: Gr. in-4°, 14 p., portrait et fac-similés
Edition: Washington: Volta bureau, 1891
Éditeur scientifique: Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922)
Link: catalogue

Documents about this author

Documents about the author Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922)
See the 4 documents about this author

Pages in data.bnf.fr

This page in data.bnf.fr lab

Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922) in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages

This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb13746617f

Sources

**Documents by this author**: Sounds out of silence : a life of Alexander Graham Bell / James Mackay, 1997

**Ouvrages de reference**: Inventeurs et scientifiques, 1994

**Catalogues de la BnF**: BN Cat. gén.

Variant of the name

Graham Bell (1847-1922)